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Abstract: Social Business Intelligence (SBI) enables companies to capture strategic information from
public social networks. Contrary to traditional Business Intelligence (BI), SBI has to face the high
dynamicity of both the social network’s contents and the company’s analytical requests, as well as the
enormous amount of noisy data. Effective exploitation of these continuous sources of data requires
efficient processing of the streamed data to be semantically shaped into insightful facts. In this
paper, we propose a multidimensional formalism to represent and evaluate social indicators directly
from fact streams derived in turn from social network data. This formalism relies on two main
aspects: the semantic representation of facts via Linked Open Data and the support of OLAP-like
multidimensional analysis models. Contrary to traditional BI formalisms, we start the process by
modeling the required social indicators according to the strategic goals of the company. From these
specifications, all the required fact streams are modeled and deployed to trace the indicators. The main
advantages of this approach are the easy definition of on-demand social indicators, and the treatment
of changing dimensions and metrics through streamed facts. We demonstrate its usefulness by
introducing a real scenario user case in the automotive sector.
Keywords: Social Business Intelligence; data streaming models; linked data
1. Introduction
The main objective of Business Intelligence (BI) is extracting strategic knowledge from the
information provided by different data sources to help during the decision-making process and
achieve the strategic goals of a company. The processing and analysis of massive data oriented to BI
has evolved in recent years. Traditionally, the most commonly used approaches have combined data
warehouse (DW), online analytical processing (OLAP), and multidimensional (MD) technologies [1],
on very specific scenarios, making use of static and well-structured data sources of corporate nature,
being all the information fully materialized and periodically processed in batch mode for future
analysis. More recently, new technologies for Exploratory OLAP have been introduced, aimed at
exploiting semi-structured external data sources (e.g., XML, RDF) for the discovery and acquisition of
relevant data that can be combined with corporate data for decision making process.
Today, BI processes related to decision making are affected by trends in social media, the latter
providing immediate user feedback on products and services. Social networks are a fundamental part
of the information ecosystem, social media platforms have achieved an unprecedented reach for users,
consumers, and companies providing a useful information channel for any professional environment.
For the above reasons, there has been a growing interest in the development of solutions from the
commercial and scientific perspectives. However, there are peculiarities that do not allow for the
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direct adaptation of traditional BI techniques because the social data to be analyzed are considered
Big Data (i.e., big volume, unbounded, heterogeneity, semi and unstructured data, volatility, and speed
or streaming).
The development of new methods and architectures for Big Data analysis has also evolved.
Currently, we can clearly differentiate two trends, namely: Traditional and Streaming analytics
architectures for Big Data. The first is the most widely used in the literature, integrating various
Big Data sources into a raw data repository under a multidimensional scheme (DW/OLAP). All the
information is stored in a historical repository, although sometimes the dynamism of the data makes it
unnecessary wasting resources. Data processing is done in batch, which causes late alerts and a delay
in the decision making of a BI system.
A newer approach and in accordance with the current needs for Big Data processing, focuses
more on the speed and immediacy of information, processing data in streaming and, depending on
the model designed, incorporating batch analysis processes to obtain knowledge models. In this way,
they can offer fresh analysis data and enriched information from models. Only the information needed
for the knowledge models are stored, optimizing memory usage.
However, these approaches are still in development and the literature has addressed approaches
aimed at solving very specific problems, combining technologies such as Stream Processing Engines
(SPE) together with OLAP systems. The main difficulties encountered are the deployment of
independently created technologies and connecting them through ad-hoc processes, which can lead to
unnecessary replication of information and performance degradation. The analysis dimensions are
treated in a static way, when the nature of Big Data has a dynamic and unlimited multidimensionality.
They are not integral solutions neither extensible nor scalable.
Thus, the goal of this paper is to propose a generic architecture for the analysis of Big Data,
which allows the processing of dynamic multidimensional data in streaming. The main contributions
of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We present a comprehensive revision of the main methods proposed for Social Business Intelligence.
• We propose a streaming architecture specially aimed at Social Business Intelligence.
• We propose a new method to model analytical streams for Social Business Intelligence.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the work related to solutions
for social analysis, identifying the main methods and tasks of analysis addressed by the scientific
literature. Section 3 presents the proposed architecture and Section 4 a prototype implementation with
a use case based on the car sector. Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions.
2. Methods and Task for Social Analysis
The processing and analysis of Big Data is a field of research still very young. Recently several
authors have proposed some architectures for streaming data processing, among them we can highlight
the Streaming Analytics, Lambda, Kappa, and unified architectures [2]. So far, these proposals do not
constitute standards since they have not been evaluated enough, nor validated on several domains.
When selecting an architecture, it is essential to clearly know the uses cases that are to be modeled.
With the aim of developing a generic architecture that covers a wide range of Big Data analysis tasks,
we have developed a state of the art identifying the main tasks and the most used methodologies for
processing them. Our review is focused on relevant articles that propose solutions for processing social
data in streaming, especially those data offered by the API services of Twitter.
Table 1 summarizes the findings related to the analysis tasks. In the reviewed literature, we have
identified a large set of analysis tasks that have been grouped into six main categories: sentiment
analysis, user profiling, post profiling, event detection, user network interactions, and systems
recommendations. Most of these tasks focus on the analysis of behavior patterns and features that can
be coded and adopted by machine learning techniques for classification. Different kinds of features
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classes are commonly used to capture orthogonal dimensions for the objects of analysis (e.g., users,
posts, events), as summarized in Table 2.
Table 1. Analysis tasks for social data.
Category Analysis Tasks Features Class References
Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment indicators. Communications analysis.
User, groups, community, society. characterization
Human, social and cultural behavior.
Post content [3–6]
User Profiling
Author profiling, User classification.
Inferring user properties (age, gender, income,
education, etc.).
Political orientation, ethnicity, and business
fan detection.
User interests identification.
User Metrics, Post content,
Post metrics, Sentiment,
Network
[7–10]
Spammers, Bots detections, Promoters, Influencer
detection. All [11–17]
Post Profiling Campaigns, Topics, spam, meme, sarcasm, rumors,terrorism detection. Post, Links, Bursts
Event detection
Real-time events detection by location and time,
events classification, protests and manifestations,
detection of diseases and catastrophes, study of the
displacement of people between cities.
Real-time classification of trends.
Post content, Post metrics,
Hashtag,
Location, Time, Burst
[18–23]
Analysis of social
network and Users
interactions
Influence and correlation in social networks, social
network dynamics, network, and node
classification, detect influential nodes.
Graph Network,
User metrics [24]
Recommendations
system User, news, media recommendation.
User metrics, Post metrics,
Time [25]
Table 2. Classes of features used in different tasks for social analysis [14].
Class Description
User metrics The user features refer to the metadata related to a user account on social networks. You caninclude data such as geo-location, friend list, number of mentions, etc.
Post content and metrics
Post features can be divided into two main parts: text contents and Post meta-data.
With the text it is possible to analyze its content and identify clues based on the linguistic
characteristics making use of natural language processing algorithms. From the text it is also
possible to extract links, hashtags or embed multimedia.
On the other hand, the metadata refer to the records of user interactions with the post, such as the
number of responses, retweets, likes or date of publication.
Network
The initial aim of the network analysis is to capture the basic perceptions of its macrostructure.
At the micro level, network analysts focus on the importance of individual nodes. Network
features capture various dimensions of information dissemination patterns. Statistical features can
be extracted from retweets, mentions, and hashtag co-occurrences. From the global network,
metrics such as number of nodes, number of edges, density, and diameter can be extracted; the
main task includes node and edge classifications based on degree, inter-centricity, and proximity
centrality. On the other hand, analyses are carried out to search for communities and to compare
typified nodes [26].
Burst
A burst is a particular moment when the volume of tweets suddenly increases drastically.
Burstiness is a spatio-temporal feature. We can measure how temporally bursty a keyword is at
a location, and inversely in a concrete timing we can measure spatial burstiness [15,19].
Time Time features capture the temporal patterns of posting and post interactions (e.g., replies, retweets,likes); for example, the average time between two consecutive publications.
Sentiment Sentiment features are built using sentiment analysis algorithms from the posts content. It is alsopossible to use metrics such as ratings, emotion, and satisfaction scores.
Below we summarize the main methods for processing Big Data from Twitter. We divide existing
proposals in two main methods for Intelligent Data Processing, namely: Semantic Enrichment and
Inductive Processing, represented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. Since some exhibit both elements we
also present methods that mix ideas from these two main approaches and are also shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Methods for intelligent social analysis that use Semantic Enrichment.
Model Type KFC LOD References Tasks Types
Social Business
Intelligence,
Batch processing,
OLAP based
Social Facts
Ontology, ETLink,
OLAP, Analytic
Tool
RDF [3,27,28]
Sentiment analysis. Entity extraction, keyword
extraction, event, and topic detection.
OLAP + ETL +
Analytic Tools No [29,30]
SMA 1,
Cube modeling,
Batch processing
OLAP No [23]
Spatio-temporal analysis of social media data.
Detection of diseases and catastrophes. Study of
people displacement.
Text Cubes
Batch processing OLAP No [4]
Sentiment analysis.
Study human, social and cultural behavior.
RDF Streams.
Streaming
processing
R2RML mappings RDF streams [31] Publish and share RDF streams on the Web.
Streaming linking
Data Server+
HTML5 browser
RDF streams [32]
Sentiment analysis.
Local events monitoring.
Hasthags ranking.
1 Social Media Analytics.
Table 4. Methods for intelligent social analysis that use Inductive Processing and Mixed.
Model Type KFC 1 LOD 2 References Tasks Types
SMI 3,
Batch processing
ML framework No [8] Political orientation, ethnicity, and businessfan detection
SMI,
Streaming processing
Online mode,
Batch mode, Event
Ranker
No [19] Real-time local event detection
StreamCUBE Batch
processing
Disk-based Storage
Spatial-temporal
aggregation,
Hashtag clustering,
Event Ranker
No [18] Spatio-temporal hashtag clustering forevent exploration
(Mixed) RDF
Streams Streaming
processing
DSMS 4, Abstracter
DSMS, Deductive
and Inductive
reasoner
RDF Streaming
OWL2-RL [25]
User profiling and media recommendations
using deductive and inductive reasoning.
1 Key Framework Components. 2 Linked Open Data. 3 Social Media Intelligence. 4 Selector data stream
management systems.
Providing Semantic Enrichment refers to extract the semantic information hidden in the post texts
and metadata. Semantic enrichment is achieved as the combination of different (and possibly alternative)
techniques [29]: crawler meta-data, information retrieval, crawler sentiment, NLP (Natural Language
Processing) analysis, and domain experts.
The methods revised in the literature based on Inductive Processing make use of different
techniques, see Figure 1, for solving more complex tasks that require more in-depth learning such as
real-time event detection, user and post profiling, marketing campaigns, spammers or bots detection,
as well as development of referral systems.
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We have also identified some important dimensions of analysis that group and distinguish the
work reviewed, namely: model type, whether the system does streaming processing, Key Framework
Components (KFC), and if they make use of Linked Open Data (LOD) technologies. The last columns
at each table list the specific analysis tasks that are developed in each proposed method.
Although, in Tables 3 and 4 we have pointed out several types of models, three of them are
worth mentioning because they really represent the evolution of the technological solutions to process
Big Data: first social media analytics (SMA), then the proposals towards social media intelligence until
reaching social media BI.
The work related to SMA mainly proposes tools and frameworks to capture, monitor, summarize,
and visualize social metrics and sentiment analysis, usually aimed at solving specific use cases. It is
important to highlight that the revised works have evolved towards more efficient mechanisms to
organize information: social data are modeled within a multidimensional scheme, they organize
linguistic features and sentimental indicators in a cube data model, facilitating query and visualization
from various perspectives. These approaches usually integrate multiple engines to achieve OLAP over
evolving data streams, calculations, and aggregations are done in batch so data analysis is deferred.
On the other hand, the goal of social media intelligence is to obtain actionable information from
social media in context-rich application environments, to develop corresponding decision support
frameworks, and to provide architectural designs and solution frameworks for applications that can
benefit from the intrinsic knowledge of social conversations [33].
In this study the solutions reviewed in this study mainly make use of inductive processes in batch,
so it is not possible to obtain insights in real-time. The most frequently used analysis tasks are event
detection, user and post profiling and very simple recommendation systems. Research on social media
intelligence is still at an early stage of development, despite the growing interest of companies and
different professional areas that could benefit from such studies.
In the field of Social BI there are very few approaches in the literature. In this sense we highlight
the contributions of [3,29], who propose frameworks to exploit BI by integrating social data. In the
work [29], the authors propose the development of an OLAP architecture for social media analysis,
while [3] offers a semantic LOD-based data infrastructure for the capture, processing, analysis,
and publication of social data in RDF, so that it can be easily consumed by BI systems. Both propose
a traditional approach since their architectures do not process the data in streaming (real-time), in turn
materialize all the information in storages, so they are oriented to cases of high latency use.
In the literature reviewed, few solutions actually do streaming processing, analysis tasks are
mainly oriented towards event detection [19] and recommendation systems [25]. It should be noted
that both works make use of Semantic Web (SW) technologies to structurally enrich the processed data,
allowing for reasoning tasks on them and facilitating the link with external sources. They take LOD
technology to a higher level by proposing to share semantic information in the form of RDF streams.
However, systematic research and well evaluated results are still lacking.
The work in [34] proposes an extended lambda architecture for Big Data processing that includes
a semantic data processing layer and, similar to our proposal, it establishes mechanisms to semantically
enrich raw data with metadata from various sources. Batch data processing is carried out in parallel
with streaming processing. At the speed layer, events are validated and routed for either real-time
or batch processing. Compared to the previous solution, our architecture allows mutual retrofitting
between two parallel stages (see Section 3) for the improvement of each of their processes. It adds
a layer for the inclusion of intelligent data processing algorithms implemented by the data scientist.
We model stream types and stream workflows to facilitate data processing and Social BI oriented
analysis. In addition, queries only need to search in a single service location rather than in batch and
real-time views.
Social media data are dynamic streams whose volume is growing rapidly so it is necessary to
create efficient mechanisms for their processing. Most of the current proposals focus on social media
analysis aimed at solving problems in a closed context and do not solve the problem of the dynamism,
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variety, and speed of social data. In this sense it is still necessary to establish mechanisms to discover
and add new dimensions of analysis and new types of facts dynamically. It is necessary to create
mechanisms to classify data according to the context. It is necessary to solve issues such as semantic
consistency check, conflict detection, absence of structures and the difficulty of integrating different
types of data and components in the same infrastructure.
To offer a solution to the previous problem situation, in this article we propose a unified, generic
architecture that facilitates the deployment of an intelligent social analysis system of easy integration
with BI systems. In this sense the use of SW technologies to model data streams as a multidimensional
model facilitates the integration of structures and data between systems.
Following the guidelines of [35], we will now set out the requirements that the proposed
architecture must meet:
• Keep the data moving. To support real-time stream processing, messages must be processed in
streaming. Due to the low latency of social data, the system must be able to process data “on the
fly” and avoid costly storage operations.
• Support for ad-hoc stream queries to filter out events of interest and perform real-time analysis.
Support for high-level query languages for continuous results and set up primitives and operators
to manage common stream properties (such as data window size and calculation frequency).
Some streaming languages include StreamSQL and C-SPARQL.
• Establish mechanisms for handling stream imperfections. In real applications, streaming data
may arrive out of order, with some delay, with missing information or arrive in the wrong format.
The system must be able to identify the type of error and offer automatic solutions for each case.
• It must be robust and fault tolerant. The first property is related to the possibility of dealing
with execution errors and erroneous inputs, in turn guaranteeing outputs in accordance with the
expected results. Furthermore, it is necessary to guarantee the availability and security of the data,
so that if any module has a failure, the system can continue working (to face this it is convenient
to keep processes in the background that often synchronize states with primary processes).
• Allow the integration of stored data with streaming data. A streaming architecture must support
integrating data from two basic states: a long-term stage for keeping and batch processing
historical information and a short-term stage for generating data in streaming. In many scenarios,
it is necessary to compare a current state with past states in order to obtain better insights from the
data (e.g., for machine learning tasks). It is therefore necessary to efficiently manage the storage
and access of previous states. On the other hand, it is not always necessary to store historical
data forever, but it is recommended to establish a time window that maintains the last period
of interest so that in case of process failure it is possible to recalculate all data from the latest
historical data, thus supporting fault tolerance.
• The system must be partitionable and scalable automatically. That is, it must be able to
automatically balance process overload, distributing processes in threads transparently to the user.
• High speed processing and response. It must support high performance for a large volume of
very low latency streaming data.
• Finally, we have included integration with LOD technologies to semantically enrich the input and
output of data. SW technologies enable the linking and exploration of external sources for the
discovery and acquisition of relevant data (e.g., the discovery of new dimensions of analysis).
On the other hand, it is also useful to enable the publication of streaming data in some standard
for LOD so that it can be easily understood by external applications.
3. Proposed Architecture
In this section we describe the proposed architecture for analytical processing of Social BI
according to the tasks and requirements discussed in previous sections.
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First of all, we include two kinds of actors in the architecture, namely: data scientists and data
analysts. The former is in charge of defining intelligent data processing tasks over the stream of data
whereas the latter is in charge of defining over the resulting flow of measures the analytical tasks that
trace the organizational goals and indicators. In this scenario, data analysts fetch requests to data
scientists for inferring new perspectives from data (e.g., classifiers) and data scientists can demand
new data streams to feed their analysis processes. The role of the data scientist is to define, develop,
implement, and test inductive processing algorithms. As shown later, data analysts will define the
analytical data streams as they are composed of analysis facts.
As Figure 2 shows, the proposed architecture allows for the reprocessing of analytics on historical
data whenever a new logic needs to be applied. It roughly corresponds to a Kappa streaming
architecture [2,36], which is an evolution of the Lambda architecture [37] in order to avoid the
implementation of functionality twice for batch and real-time streaming. Our architecture basically
consists of two streaming stages: a long-term stage for keeping recent historical information as a data
stream of long duration and a short-term stage with some workflows for generating the required
analysis data in real-time. In our scenario, data scientists get samples with training data for their
algorithms from the long-term stage and test them over the data in the short-term stage. Data analysts
usually consume data from the short-term stage through the serving layer. The long-term stage is also
used to recover data when the stream workflow needs to be reconfigured or updated. In this case,
whenever the short-term stage stops generating data and once it starts over, it needs to re-compute all
the income data stored at the long-term stage.
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In our proposal, source data streams are semantically enriched through a series of vocabularies
to produce useful data for analysis tasks. Similarly, all the produced and consumed data streams
are factual and semantic, as they consist of facts and dimension data linked to the elements of the
multidimensional analysis model. This allows the entire system to maintain the stream data models
up-to-date with respect to the incoming data and analysis models. Any differences between them will
cause the updating and reconfiguration of the corresponding workflows.
In the Lambda architecture the batch layer is a repository that stores the raw data as it arrives
for processing by batch processes that will occur on some interval and will be long-lived. The stored
data will be processed by iterative algorithms and transformed according to the needs of analysis [34].
While the speed layer is used to compute the real-time views that complement the batch views in the
serving layer. The batch layer is mainly used to produce results without stringent latency constraints
and to rectify the errors generated in the speed layer. With the Kappa architecture, when required,
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the batch layer also feeds the real-time layer, so that both real-time and batch processing is executed by
the same real-time data processing module.
In contrast, in the proposed architecture, data is always processed as a continuous stream. As in
the Kappa architecture, the idea is to handle both real-time data processing and reprocessing in
a single stream processing engine. In contrast to the Lambda and Kappa architectures, the long-term
stage is a temporary data buffer that can be used for two purposes. First as continuous input for
Machine Learning algorithms, whose outputs are used during the PRE and POST processes of the
short-term stage. And secondly, it is also used for data recovery in case of system failure or stream
workflow reconfiguration. Short-term stage corresponds to the same speed-layer as the Lambda and
Kappa architectures.
The proposed architecture offers many advantages for each type of actor involved. It first clearly
establishes the flow and channels for information exchange with the system and between actors.
Secondly, it greatly accelerates communication and information exchange, as it reduces the time for
data preparation and data collection thanks to the PRE and POST processes (see Section 3.1). Thirdly,
it facilitates the work of the actors, allowing them to obtain results that are tailored to their needs and
on demand. Many of the processes are often performed manually for the preparation and integration
of data, our architecture allows to execute them automatically or semi-automatically.
In the next section we discuss how the elements of these architecture are modeled to build the
complex workflows that fulfill Social BI tasks.
3.1. Stream Modeling
We basically distinguish two groups of data streams in the architecture: source streams and fact
streams. Source streams are in turn divided into data streams and linked data streams. Data streams
are directly connected to the sources of incoming social data (e.g., posts, user updates, etc.) whereas
linked data streams leverage semantically the enrichment of incoming data to properly shape them
for analysis. Fact streams are placed at the short-term stage with the main purpose of producing
ready-to-use analytical data. In other words, fact streams process and aggregates source data to
provide useful insights to data analysts.
Fact streams are fed by source data streams. For this purpose, they need to transform incoming
data into multidimensional facts. We call these transformations ETLink processes. The name ETLink
comes from the traditional Extract/Transform/Load phases, but instead of loading the transformed
data, ETLink produces linked data graphs on the fly [3]. This process needs domain ontologies and
controlled vocabularies to annotate, normalize, and link data. As these semantic sources can also
evolve along time, we would need a third type of streams: the linked data streams.
Linked data streams are directly connected to Linked Open Data (LOD) endpoints, accessed via
SPARQL queries [38]. Although many LOD sources are static, there is a great trend towards dynamic
LOD (e.g., Live DBPedia [39] or Live BabelNet [40]), which ensures the provision of fresh semantic
data. If a LOD source feeds some fact stream within the short-term stage, it must be transformed into
a multidimensional model. We call this process a MD-star process. We can find several methods in the
literature aimed at fitting linked data into multidimensional models [28,41], which can be considered
to implement MD-star processes.
In Figure 3 we show the graphical representation of the previous stream types for the proposed
architecture. We model each stream with three main components: a query Q and two optional
processes (PRE and POST). Incoming data can be pre-processed by a PRE-operation, then Q is executed
on the resulted data, and eventually a POST operation can be applied to produce the output data.
The previously defined ETLink and MD-star processes are two types of POST operations.
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In the case of fact streams, PRE and POST operations can only add new measures and dimension
attributes before (PRE) or after (POST) the analytical query (MDX) is executed. An example of
PRE-process would calculate the tweet probability to be in the domain. POST processes make inferences
and calculations from aggregated data, for example, to determine the profile of a user after aggregating
the metrics of the related posts. As shown in Figure 4, some processes can be fed by other streams
to get fresh data required by their algorithms. This is the case of continuous learning algorithms like
k-means, LDA and some machine learning methods like neural networks.
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Additionally, any stream is characterized by its temporal behavior. Basically, each stream defines
a time window and a slider. The time window indicates for how long data must be kept in the stream,
and the slider indicates the periodicity or frequency of the output. For example, a time window of
a week with a slider of one day means that the stream keeps the income data of the last seven days
and generates an output every day. These two parameters depend on the analytical task at hand and
can be derived from the specification of the MDX query. It must be pointed out that in this scenario,
MDX queries must be tuned with respect to time dimensions by using relative tags like now. This is
the same issue as for any continuous query language like C-SQL and C-SPARQL [42].
Modeling streams workflows with this approach has several advantages. The coherence between
components can be checked before execution, and the resulting models can be dynamically updated as
data is processed. For example, model updating will be necessary whenever either new dimensions
attributes/ mbers or n w metrics appear in the source streams.
3.2. Multidimensional Coherence
Checking multidimensional coherence basically implies to infer two data schemas for each stream:
the input data schema (IS) and the output data schema (OS). Notice that stream transformation process
consists of three steps: (IS) PRE→Q→POST→(OS). From the stream definitions it is possible to infer
how the IS is being transformed into the OS, and consequently analyze the whole processing of
the workflow.
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The IS of a stream will depend on the data streams it consumes. More specifically, the IS of
a stream is the proper combination of the OS of the streams it consumes. As for fact streams, stream
combination can have several interpretations according to the multidimensional paradigm:
The IS of the combined stream represents the injection of attributes from the OS of stream A into
some dimensions of the OS of stream B.
The IS of the combined stream represents the join of the OS of two fact streams with
complementary dimensions and measures.
The IS of the combined stream represents the union of complementary facts with the same
multidimensional structure (i.e., equivalent data schemas).
The system will only accept workflows with a coherent combination of data streams according to
the previous interpretations (see Figure 4).
3.3. Temporal Consistency
When designing workflows, temporal consistency must be checked in the combined data streams.
Temporal consistency is associated to the speed of the streams. For example, a stream that is
injecting dimension members/attributes to another fact stream must be slower than it, otherwise its
aggregation power degrades. Performing joint and union operations on fact streams can also affect
the temporal consistency: the speed of the joined stream cannot be faster than those of the input
streams. Additionally, to make sense, time windows must be always longer or equal than the time
slider. Finally, as the workflow is intended to get summarized facts, aggregations should be performed
on increasingly coarser granularities.
It is worth mentioning that the formal representation of all these restrictions is beyond the scope
of this paper. The natural way to make explicit an actionable representation of the presented models is
with the OWL language [43], as most data in the streams are expressed as RDF graphs.
4. An Example Use Case
In this section we present a real-scenario use case to show how the previous architecture allow us
to express the workflow of a complex streaming analysis problem. The problem we want to model
consists of getting a proper insight from the tweets written by relevant actors within the automotive
sector by considering current car brands and models. The chosen application scenario is related
to companies whose business depends on the Car Industry. Specifically, business like rent-a-car
should continuously monitor the user preferences and claims in order to renew the fleet of cars they
should offer. With the proposed solutions, a Business Analyst can propose user profiles and specific
metrics, which can be quickly deployed and monitored in the stream infrastructure. Thus, analysts
can dramatically reduce the time spent in extracting and shaping social data, consuming directly the
facts produced by the designed workflows. Figure 5 shows the proposed workflow for this problem,
which is described in turn.
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Firstly, we define a stream for identifying new car brands and models, which uses Live DBPedia
via its SPARQL endpoint. The query is parametrized by using as reference the date of a month ago
(parameter $one_month_ago$), which is set when fetching the query to the endpoint:
select ?car,?date,?brand where {
?car dbo:manufacturer ?brand.
?car dbo:productionStartYear ?date.
FILTER (?date > $one_month_ago$ˆˆxsd:dateTime)
}
This stream feeds both the ETLink process that semantically enrich tweet data, and the Twitter
query track, which includes the names of the car brands and models to be followed in Twitter.
Whenever a new car model appears in DBPedia, the ETLink and Twitter query are accordingly
updated. In this example, ETLink basically consists of a dictionary that maps text chunks to entities
in a reference ontology [3]. An interesting indicator could measure the delay between the updates in
DBPedia and the mentions in the tweets of car models.
Once facts are generated applying the ETLink process, these are processed to get incrementally
the desired analytical data. The first fact stream consists of a PRE-process to automatically assign
a probability to each fact to be a spam. Basically, this process consists of a classifier previously trained
with recent historical data. It adds to each fact a new measure for reflecting its probability as spam.
The MDX1 query then select facts with low spam probability. The resulting facts feed two streams with
different processing speeds. In Figure 5 we show stream speeds at the output of each stream. In this
example, time windows coincide with the time sliders.
The User fact stream summarizes a group of metrics concerning the user (e.g., followers, published
tweets on domain, total published tweets, etc.) at month granularity to get a ranking of users.
This process is reflected in the Ranker POST-process, which calculates the relevance of the user
according to their aggregated metrics. Finally, another fact stream joins the incoming post facts with
the user fact streams to select the non-spam facts of the relevant users (this join will be expressed in
the MDX3 query). This is an example of attribute injection for one of the dimensions of the post facts.
The resulting stream workflow generates summarized data at day level, which is stored in the
Serving Layer of the architecture to be consumed and visualized by means of the proper analytical tools.
Figure 6 shows the schema of the output of the Twitter stream after the ETLink is applied. We can
see a constellation of two fact types, which can be joined by the User dimension. The multidimensional
query MDX1 outputs the schema shown in Figure 7, where the User Fact dimensions become attributes
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of the User dimension of Post Fact. These facts are again transformed at the User Fact stream, where the
multidimensional query MDX2 shapes facts as follows: the number of the post facts associated to each
user within the time window are summarized into a measure of User Fact (on_domain). Figure 7 also
shows the derived measures and attributes from POST/PRE-processes with dotted lines. The final
output multidimensional schema, which is fetched to the serving layer, is shown in Figure 8.
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5. Prototype Implementation
We have implemented a small prototype with Python to show some analyses performed using
this approach. The implementation of the source streams is quite straightforward with the available
libraries for Twitter. We have also adopted libraries from SLOD-BI to implement the ETLink process
for generating the tweet facts as shown in Figure 5. It is worth mentioning that ETLink processes are
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very efficient since they rely on automatic semantic annotation methods that map text chunks and data
to ontology entities. Moreover, ETLink processes can be easily parallelized so that they can be adapted
to the speed of the incoming posts stream.
In the current prototype, each stream is implemented as a web service, whose data are pulled by
the consumer streams. These web services maintain a cursor for each consumer stream. After all data in
the current time window has been served to the consumer streams, cursors are closed and once data has
been computed for a new time window, cursors are opened back for further processing. These stream
services deal with JSON data and fact streams serve and consume data JSON-LD format [44]. In this
way, for future implementations, it will be possible to use NoSQL databases for supporting large
stream buffers. We also plan to automatically execute these workflows within a fully scalable Big Data
framework such as Kafka and Spark.
Regarding the Spam Classifier, it has been trained and tested using the Anaconda framework
(Pandas and ScikitLearn packages) [45], which is also implemented in Python so classifiers can be easily
integrated into the stream services. Following the proposed architecture, we maintain a long-term
stage store of one year from where obtain the necessary samples for training the Spam Classifier with
a Linear SVM. After applying the Spam Classifier, the number of facts is reduced around 40%.
The Ranker process shown in Figure 5 has been implemented with a simple formula that is applied
after user facts have been aggregated. This measure corresponds to the ordering of the on_domain and
total number of tweets per user.
We have simulated the streaming workflow with a series of historical tweets about car models
tracked during the year 2015. Figure 9 shows the results generated by the User Fact streams during
that year (only the top 15 are considered). As it can be noticed, the users ranking is different at each
month, and therefore it is necessary to maintain a relatively stable list of relevant users to perform
interesting analysis with post facts. If it is not possible to obtain a stable user list then “user” is not
a valid dimension for analysis.
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Figure 10 shows the number of on-domain twe ts per brand generated by the init al ETLink
process aggregated at the week l vel. In the figure we can clearly identify two main brands dominati g
the published tweets in this domain (i.e., Toyot , Aichi, Japan, and Ford, Dearborn, MI, USA). It must
be said that the original post facts are associated to the names of car model , which are grouped by
brand for visualization.
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Figure 10. Total incoming post facts for the example use case.
Figure 11 shows the final output after selecting the top 15 relevant users shown in Figure 9,
and after removing spam post facts. In this figure can see that the main relevant users focus on
different brands than in the incoming fact stream of Figure 10. For example, Toyota brand paid a great
attention during the first half of the year, whereas other brands competed with it during the second
half of the year.
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6. Conclusions
In this work we have analyzed a comprehensive set of methods related to Social Business
Intelligence (SBI). We conclude that streaming is the natural way to process social data, and it
implies new challenges for analytical tasks. The main challenge is the dynamicity of all the elements
implied in the analyses, starting from the data sources and ending up with the analytical indicators.
Another challenge is the need for intelligent processing in most of the analysis tasks associated to SBI,
like sentim nt analysis, spam detection, and so on. Indeed, we cannot think of a SBI task without
includin both analysis types: multidimen ional and predictive.
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We propose a new architecture that aims at covering all these requirements as well as at integrating
Data Science and Data Analysis tasks in the same working area. We adopt a Kappa-like streaming
architecture to cover the requirements of both kinds of actors. The architecture relies on both Linked
Data and multidimensional modeling. The former easies the semantic data enrichment whereas the
latter shapes them for analysis purposes. The adoption of semantics also facilitates the validation and
follow-up of the developed workflows.
Future work has two main directions. One is to achieve a full implementation of the architecture
in Python and its integration with a highly scalable streaming framework like Kafka. Another direction
is to get a complete theoretical model for the stream workflows relying on Description Logics. The goal
of this model is to keep an up-to-date and consistent logic representation of the workflow, which can
be used to validate stream re-use and composition as well as the automatic execution of workflows.
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